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sion that contraception is safe, when numerous studies and common knowledge clearly
proves that it is not. Advocates of the abstinence-only approach also speak of preserving
the sanctity of marriage by waiting until marriage to have sex.
On the other hand, those who support
teaching contraception in school sex education classes propose the adoption of a “comprehensive” approach in classrooms, in which
students would learn that abstinence is indeed
the best and safest option, but that alternatives
to abstinence exist in the form of contraception. Proponents of this philosophy claim—
because it also emphasizes abstinence—that
the comprehensive approach does not endanger young adults any more, but actually makes
them safer, because they would be more likely
to have protection with them and know how
to use it if they did have sex.
Further complicating matters, in 1996
Congress allocated millions of dollars in federal money to provide additional funds to
programs that teach the abstinence-only ap-

hink back for a minute to your sixth grade
health class. As you and your middle
school pals sat in class, you probably didn’t
listen much; neither of us did, that’s for sure.
But it’s likely that one unit stands out in your
memory, probably somewhere around the
time you finished up learning about the food
pyramid and the importance of daily exercise;
that’s right, it’s sex education. In fact, this may
be one of the most memorable parts of your
middle school experience, and one that is likely to stick in your mind for some
time to come. As you and your
A clear answer to the debate is elusive;
friends giggled over the serious
looks of your teachers, you were both sides have convincing arguments to
first formally exposed to the
dangers of STDs and unintend- support their beliefs in the superiority of
ed pregnancies, and encouraged their respective programs.
to practice sexual abstinence until marriage. Later, as you progressed through middle school and into high proach. The Bush administration has been
school, you likely had this message repeated steadfastly behind these programs, and has
to you no less than three additional times in even gone so far as to cut some of the grants
your yearly health classes, each one more de- that support comprehensive education proscriptive than the last. If you attended UA, grams, such as Planned Parenthood. Yet neweach of these lessons centered on the idea that ly-elected Ohio Gov. Ted Strickland has statabstinence was the only option for you to con- ed that he supports teaching contraception in
sider, even as you learned about contraceptive health classes, although his influence will be
options through friends and the media. With limited due to the federal government’s conthis in mind, we examine this abstinence-only tinued support for abstinence-only curricula.
teaching philosophy and try to give you an Either way, a clear answer to the debate is eluidea of what you might have learned in health sive; both sides have convincing arguments to
support their respective programs. We hope
class if you hadn’t attended UA.
Sex education has recently become a that our Focus will help you better understand
controversial subject across the nation. The the controversy and allow you to form your
debate pits advocates of the traditional ab- own opinion on this divisive issue.
stinence-only approach taught in most Ohio
schools against those who feel that schools
should also teach students where to get and
how to use contraception. Those who push
for the former approach say that teaching
contraception in school is dangerous to teens,
and that it gives students the false impres- Co-editors in chief

Have something to say?
SEND US A LETTER!
Email: arlingtonians@yahoo.com

Arlingtonian
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Editorial Policy
Arlingtonian is a student-produced newsmagazine published approximately every four weeks by Journalism III-A students at Upper Arlington High School.
The publication has been established as a public forum for student
expression and for the discussion of issues of concern to its audience. It
will not be reviewed or restrained by school ofﬁcials prior to publication
or distribution.
Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student expression, the editorial
board, which consists of the staff’s top editors, will determine the
content of the newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials; therefore,
material may not necessarily reﬂect the opinions or policies of Upper
Arlington school ofﬁcials.
Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor, guest columns and

news releases from faculty, administrators, community residents, students
and the general public.
The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves the right to withhold a
letter or column and return it for more information if it determines the
piece contains items of unprotected speech as deﬁned by this policy.
As a public forum, all letters and columns meeting the
above criteria will be posted in full on the Arlingtonian web site at
www.arlingtonian.com for a minimum of four weeks.
Arlingtonian and its staff will strive to publish only legally protected
speech following the legal deﬁnitions for libel, obscenity and invasion
of privacy. The staff will also refrain from printing stories that create a
material disruption of school activities. Because the Arlingtonian staff will
determine content of the publication, it will therefore also take complete legal
and ﬁnancial responsibility for what is printed.
Arlingtonian will not avoid publishing a story solely on the basis of
possible dissent or controversy.
The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays all printing and production
costs through advertising sales, subscription sales and other
fundraisers. The editor or co-editors shall interpret and enforce this
editorial policy.
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New law limits
passenger numbers,
lengthens curfew
for drivers under 17
xx Rathi Ramasamy xx

O

n April 3, sophomore Gabrielle Stroh
will jump into her car during fourth period to drive two of her friends to lunch
for the last time this school year—and most
of next. Starting April 4, she will no longer be
able to make such a lunch-time outing legally
with more than one of her friends.
“It is kind of annoying, because I probably will not want to go out to lunch with
only one other person” Stroh said.
Although the date is less than two months
away, some students are still confused about
the terms of the law and many are not even
aware of its existence.
According to the law, drivers under the
age of 17 are prohibited from operating a
motor vehicle with more than one nonfamily member passenger in the car. The
law states that more than one non-family
member is allowed if a parent accompanies
the teen driver.
The new provision will allow teens to concentrate on driving, Ohio Department of Motor Vehicles employee John Taghon said.
“The idea is that [teens] will be more
focused on the road instead of getting distracted by their friends,” Taghon said. “That
is especially important when they have just
started driving. They are excited that they
have more freedom to hang out, but first
they need to get comfortable on the road.”
The law was created due to concerns
about the high number of teen accidents.
One of the main reasons teen accidents ocArlingtonian

nior Katie Chin said she knew of the new law,
but she is still confused about the details.
“Since last year I was hearing that there
was going to be a new law, but I thought
it would be about raising the driving age,”
Chin said.
The state will attempt to educate teens
about the changes when the law goes into
effect, Taghon said.
“Around April, there will be a [larger]
effort to raise awareness,” Taghon said.
According to Taghon, most students
will be able to learn about the law through
media outlets, such as suburban newspapers and television.
These changes may cause problems
for some UAHS students. For example,
Chin said the law will add to the school’s
parking problem.
cur is passenger distractions, Taghon said.
“[The administration] has been telling
Sixteen- to 19-year-old drivers traveling
with two or more peer passengers were five- us to carpool so we can have more space in
to-seven times more likely to be involved in the parking lot, and the new law contradicts
a fatal crash than when traveling alone, ac- that,” Chin said.
Despite the potential problems, Samucording to the Ohio Teen Drivers Coalition.
elson said he would not mind the new law,
“Statistics show that teens get into more
although he understands why other students
accidents when they have more people in
might be angry.
the car with them,” Taghon said. “They may
“It’s kind of a nuisance to have everyone
be trying to focus, but sometimes they get
drive in separate cars
sidetracked.”
every time you want
Taghon said he
to go somewhere,”
does not expect the
Samuelson said. “It
extension to be a difkills half the fun of
ficult adjustment.
being able to drive.”
“Since [the bill]
• Any driver who is less than
Because of the inis only [adding two
convenience of drivhours onto the re17 years of age may not drive
ing in separate cars,
stricted time], I don’t
with more than one non-family
Samuelson said he
think people will
member passenger
doesn’t think many
have too much dif• For drivers under 17 who are
sophomores will folficulty with it,” Tagnot accompanied by a parent or
low the law.
hon said.
guardian, the nighttime driving
“Since it’s difficult
For students who
limit will be changed from 1 a.m.
to enforce, students
have jobs that extend
– 5 a.m. to 12 a.m. – 6 a.m.
aren’t going to take
past the limit, em[the law] seriously,”
ployers can provide
• For drivers between ages 17 and
Samuelson said.
a note exempting
18 the nighttime driving limit
Taghon admits
them from the law,
will remain 1 a.m. – 5 a.m.
there is a chance stuTaghon said.
dents will simply disAccording to the
regard the law.
bill, breaking the law
source || House Bill 343 ||
“Since officers
will be considered a
will only pull students
minor misdemeanor. Penalty will be deterover when they commit an actual offense,
mined on a case-by-case basis, Taghon said.
Although the new law will greatly affect some [teens] will just decide to have
students, some are not aware that such a law extra passengers and be extra cautious,”
was passed. Sophomore Gunnar Samuelson Taghon said.
Although some students may choose
said he has not heard anything about the
not to follow the law, all will have to make
new restrictions.
“There are always rumors about how adjustments. Still, the law could be worse,
[the government wants] to change the driv- Chin said.
“Most states already have this law, so it
ing age, but I never heard about any definite
is not surprising that Ohio decided to make
changes,” Samuelson said.
Other students, although aware of the the change too,” Chin said. “I’m just glad the
new law, are unclear about what it entails. Ju- driving age will stay 16.”
F E B R U A RY 2 3 , 2 0 07
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Teacher proposes J-Term
Special “January Term” could provide students with unique
two-week opportunity between ﬁrst and second semester
xx Katie Stucko xx

I

n as few as two years UAHS students may have the opportu- hours of experience that a common internship or part-time job
nity to engage in two weeks of intensive study in a course not would offer, Hayes said.
typically offered at UAHS.
Another feature that distinguishes a J-Term course from a
Social studies teacher Christine Hayes has proposed a “Janu- regular course would be the grading. If the J-Term program beary Term” (J-Term) program, in which students would be given comes a reality, students would be given credit for completing
two weeks to undertake an educational experience outside of the course instead of receiving a letter grade, Hayes said.
the traditional required curriculum. Semester exams, which are
“[The classes] would be strictly participation-based and no projcurrently taken at that time, would be
ects would be required,” Hayes said.
taken before winter break. The details
If all goes well, students could beof the program have yet to be defined.
gin registering for these classes in two
A sampling of J-Term course offerings
“There is an endless set of possibiliyears. Hayes cited logistical concerns as
at Cincinnati Hills Christian Academy
ties,” Hayes said.
the reason for the extended time line.
Junior Katie Everett said she would
Before the J-Term can begin, a list
• Life in Israel: Youth
support the J-Term program.
of courses needs to be developed, reAmbassador Student
“I think it would be interesting to
search into similar programs at other
Exchange
have such a short course,” Everett said.
schools must be conducted and the
• Tale of Two Cities:
“It is a really great idea to have exams
school calendar—including the exam
Cultural Tour of
before break so [students] could actuschedule—would need to be altered,
London and Paris
ally have a restful break.”
which could prove difficult to accomIdeally, students would use this time
plish, Hayes said.
• The East Coast
to further investigate an interest, perIn addition to these dilemmas, Hayes
Performing Tour
form community service or prepare for
also faced difficulties with the program’s
college or a career, Hayes said. Added
proposal. After hearing about a J-Term
• Kenya: Overseas Development/Relief
benefits would include encouraging stuprogram offered at her niece and nephEducation Project
dents to focus on their long-term goals
ew’s private school in Cincinnati, Hayes
• Theatre Internships
over winter break rather than dwelling
wanted to form a teacher Action Team
on exams as well as adding UAHS to
to investigate the idea and assess the
• Costa Rican Mission and
the ranks of other schools already ofability of UAHS to successfully estabLearning
fering such a program.
lish a J-Term program. However, topics
Adventure
Potential J-Term art programs may
for the teams had already been decided
Trip
involve classes in which art teachers
earlier in the year.
demonstrate a new art style to their
Hayes proposed the idea again this
• Florida Frenzy: An
students or teach a class to those who
year and asked the chairpersons of
Exploration by Land,
were unable to sign up for it during the
the academic departments for their
Sea, and Air
semester, Hayes said.
opinions. Hayes said she has formed
Everett said she would be interested
a committee of representatives from
• Just Desserts!
in pursuing art classes that are currenteach department to investigate the
ly unavailable at UAHS.
feasibility of such a program and to
graphics || Alaina McCleery ||
“I think it would be interesting to
begin compiling information. Hayes
take something like a glass-blowing class, because we do not currently has representatives from every department except the
have the [resources] to do that here,” Everett said.
science department who plan to meet later in the school year to
Hayes said J-Term programs at other schools offer travel develop more specific details about the program.
opportunities, such as going to England to learn about Shake“We need to get together and list all the hoops we need to
speare, visiting a Western ranch, making regional college visits jump through,” Hayes said.
or taking part in service projects such as escorting disabled chilBecause many of the J-Term programs could require a sigdren through Disney World in partnership with the Make-A- nificant fee for enrollment, plans must also include financial asWish Foundation.
sistance for those who cannot afford to pay, Hayes said.
Everett was enthusiastic about such ideas.
“We have a group of teachers who are trying to build up a
“I like the idea of doing college visits with other [students], scholarship fund,” Hayes said.
and service opportunities would be another way to use that time
If such difficulties are resolved and details are decided upon,
to add to our college applications,” Everett said.
the J-Term program may provide students with a wide variety
Finally, students interested in a specific career would have of educational experiences currently unavailable through the
the opportunity to experience a full workday rather than the few standard UAHS curriculum.
p
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Dairy revolution
Local innovator pioneers gourmet
confectionary ﬂavors
Journalism II student x Joumana Khatib xx

J

eni Britton, Columbus’ local ice cream connoisseur and owner of
Jeni’s Ice Creams, has become accustomed to the variety of events
that don’t come with a desk job.
“I’ve only had one truly ‘normal’ job—normal meaning a job with
a desk and professional-looking clothes,” Britton said. “Small businesses are always mildly chaotic.”
Britton first began tinkering with unusual ice cream flavors over
a decade ago. As the hostess of a party, she decided to buy chocolate
ice cream, add cayenne pepper, refreeze it and serve it to unsuspecting guests.
“They absolutely loved it,” Britton said.
It was 1995 when the college-aged Britton decided to pursue ice
cream as a career. Britton morphed from the 21-year-old patron of
local farmers at the North Market to emerging ice cream tycoon.
“The North Market was always my greatest inspiration—especially
for flavors,” Britton said.
By the next year, Britton would become a member of the vendors
who sold products at the North Market. In 1996, Scream ice cream
shop opened for business.
Scream developed a reputation for innovative, fresh flavors and a
humble atmosphere. Faithful customer relationships began to grow,
but even recurring business could not yield profit for Britton.
“There was a period of time when I was living out of my car because the money from Scream simply wasn’t enough for a salary,”
she said.
Britton admitted that at the age of 22, she lacked true business
sense or experience.
“I knew I wanted to make ice cream and after that, I really had no
plan,” Britton said.
Although the flavors and product were outstanding, the business
aspect of Scream was a failure; the visual presentation of both the
employees and the space was lacking.
“There obviously wasn’t money for a designer in the budget, and
I would go to work in my regular, casual clothes. However, we were
meticulous in the presentation of the ice cream—the display freezers
were always wiped clean multiple times daily,” Britton said.
However, Scream was not strong enough to continue; the shop
closed in 2000, after four years of operation.
Now unemployed, Britton found a job at the UA Public Library.
For the next two years, Britton used this radically different career
as a resource to research food, travel and business—and to hide from
former customers. Her faithful fans would use every opportunity to
try to convince her to reopen.
“They were beyond supportive,” Britton said. “They were actually
being pushy.”
Britton’s fans were responsible for pushing her to return to the ice
cream business; in 2002 Britton gave in to their demands.
Britton labored over a business plan that painfully detailed every
possible expense and step. She was familiar with confectionery recipes, but business outlines were new territory for her.
Determined to receive funding, Britton and her new partner, Charly
Bauer, presented their proposal to bank after bank, only to be greeted
with rejection. Still, they persevered and eventually, after months of
campaigning, the Britton/Bauer team was granted funding.
Arlingtonian
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From unemployment to successful entrepreneur, Jeni Britton inspires customers
to return again and again with her ingeniously created ice cream ﬂavors. Britton opened up her second location in Grandview in 2002.

But there was still another obstacle to overcome: the money was approved in the fall, hardly a desirable time to open an ice cream shop.
Yet, with great perserverance, Britton defeated the odds and opened
Jeni’s Ice Creams a mere two weeks after her loan was approved.
Britton was pleasantly surprised to find that her low expectations for sales that winter had been wrong. All of her former customers returned to a company that took the positive elements of
Scream—great flavor, freshness and quality—and added modifications to avoid its predecessor’s fate. The biggest change was in the
visual presentation.
“At Jeni’s, we bought better equipment and better looking freezers. I wore a freshly-starched chef’s jacket every day and I printed
name cards for each of the flavors,” Britton said. “This alone increasd
our sales dramatically. If you look professional, people are more likely to buy your product.”
Britton’s signature flavors soon became favorites; salty caramel is
still her best-known flavor. She also credits her success to a new availability scheme: instead of having arbitrary daily flavors, Britton now
employs a compromise. Fifteen signature flavors are offered every
day, while fifteen seasonal flavors rotate.
“People have their favorite standbys in ice cream,” Britton said.
“At Scream, there was no way to guarantee that my customers would
walk in and know their favorite was there.”
The steps Britton took to pave her way for success soon led her to
open a second location in Grandview. This allowed her to gain a new
group of clientele, she said.
“At the North Market, we get a lot of business people, whereas in
Grandview we have more families,” Britton said.
Since her opening in 2002, Jeni has never used advertising.
“We have relied solely on word of mouth to attract new people,
and it seems to be working,” Britton said.
In the four years since it has opened, Jeni’s has garnered an unbelievable amount of press; the majority of customers wrote rave reviews of the ice cream.
Britton has also been the subject of countless interviews and reviews, featured multiple times on the Food Network and won the best
taste award for her ice creams.
“I’m so proud of my business,” Britton said. “I never could have
imagined success at this level.”
p
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The Book Loft offers adventure, selection
xx Kali Grant xx

F

loorboards creak under the weight of perusing visitors as their
eyes dance over the thousands of novels packed onto every shelf.
At The Book Loft, located at 631 South St. in German Village, winding corridors lead to surprise dead-ends and hidden nooks housing
untold treasures. With its 32 rooms, it is not hard to lose oneself in
a labyrinth of hallways, stairwells and alcoves.
The Book Loft has long been a favorite for its versatility.
Meant for exploring, it is the ideal place to spend a day with

photos || Tyler Joswick ||

Located in German Village, The Book Loft is huge and has 32 smallto medium-sized rooms, their walls lined with magnets, cards and, of
course, books. The vast interior is hidden by a modest exterior.

a friend or a date. It is also a stellar resource for school
projects, as The Book Loft offers hard-to-find editions and
personalized help when searching for the perfect book. Students will appreciate the store’s late hours; it is open until
11 p.m. every day.
The great appeal of The Book Loft does not lie in a familiar
company name. Instead, customers are drawn to the unrivaled selection, the accommodating help and the relaxed, student-friendy
atmosphere. The Book Loft employee Chris Kestler said the store
offers a wide selection of reading material.
“You can find any subject matter you’re looking for,”
Kestler said. “If not, we can order it for you.”
Customer Mike Fads said he enjoys The Book Loft because
of the variety.
“It’s different. It has a little bit of everything, which is what
makes The Book Loft so great,” Fads said.

8

The most beneficial attraction for students, however, is the
discounted prices. A sign above the store’s single cash register
takes the generosity a step further—every time a customer wears
a Book Loft T-shirt at the store, an additional 10 percent is taken
off the entire purchase.
Another plus for students is that The Book Loft carries inexpensive, fun gift ideas that are more personal than those at
a chain store. These include posters, hand-painted bookmarks,
CDs and magnets. Accompanying the unique gifts are paper-free
cards and shiny gift bags.
Melanie Halsey, who has been coming to The Book Loft since
1988, attested to this advantage.
“I always buy people presents here, Halsey said. “Sure, they
don’t always want books, but hey, they need to read!”
However, what makes The Book Loft so unique lies in its unusual size and selection. Rest assured, there is a method to the
over-sized madness.
“Every room has
its subject matter,
and is divided alphabetically either by
author or subject,”
Kestler said.
Because many books
fall into more than one
category, they may show
up in more than one
place. They range all
sorts of prices and topics, from a $4 hard cover
version of Edgar Allan
Poe’s short stories to a
$15 book dedicated to
Vegan cupcakes.
In fact, The Book
Loft is one of a kind.
The numbered rooms
and hallways, which
are decorated with
hearts for Valentine’s
Day, are inhabited by
not only customers
and employees, but
also by the resident
cat. A faux fireplace
adorns a wall of the
children’s section, and
labeled stereos inform customers of what music is playing and the
price of the CD.
“We’ve had visitors from Ireland who had never seen anything
like it,” Kestler said.
The conveniently-placed arrows on the floors and the suspended maps should be used, or the intended two-hour visit could
easily turn into an all-day affair. However, most customers would
agree that with the right strategy, The Book Loft is not difficult to
navigate. If the necessary steps are taken, any potential problems
can be avoided altogether.
With its eager-to-help personnel, massive selection and laidback atmosphere, The Book Loft will not disappoint.
p
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Columbus offers
variety of activities for
those staying home
during break
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|| Pam Snyder ||
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M

ake people jealous this spring
break—stay in Columbus.
Avoid the packing. Avoid the airports.
Columbus is a hub of activity this
March; residents can have the time
of their lives without a passport or
worrying about sunburn.
1. Visit COSI, one of Franklin County’s most popular attractions. In addition to the museum’s permanent exhibits, the Einstein exhibit, showcasing the
legacy of scientist Albert Einstein, will be at
COSI through May 20. Catch the movies
Wired to Win: Tour de France or Mystery
of the Nile on the seven-story Extreme Screen. A value pass for all 5. Have a healthy dose of culture
exhibits and movies is $18.50.
at the Columbus Museum of Art.
www.cosi.org
The Far, Near, Here exhibit will
2. Catch a Blue Jackets game March be on display through April 15.
20 against the Chicago Blackhawks The exhibit showcases works from
or March 25 against the St. Louis the museum’s collection that have
Blues at Nationwide Arena. Tickets not been on display for more than
cost only $10 if bought two hours five years. Or see Still I Rise, an
exhibit featuring art inspired by
before the game begins.
the poetry of Maya Angelou.
www.nationwidearena.com
Bring a student ID for a special
3. Become immersed in a tropi- admissions rate of $4.
cal climate at the Blooms & Butwww.columbusmuseum.org
terflies exhibition at the Franklin
Park Conservatory. This is the 6. See a concert at Lifestyle Comexhibit’s 13th year at the conser- munities Pavilion. The Goo Goo
vatory; it will showcase more than Dolls will be playing March 16 and
100 butterfly species. Admission is Relient K will be playing March
17. Tickets cost $70 to $90. For
$6 for students.
those more interested in classical
www.fpconservatory.org
music, the Columbus Symphony
4. Spend a day at the Ohio Histori- Orchestra will be playing works by
cal Center and visit the White Cas- Haydn at the Ohio Theatre March
tle: The History You Crave exhibit 23 and 24. Tickets to the orchestra
about the history of White Castle in cost $15.50 to $57.50.
www.promowestlive.com
Ohio. Admission is $7 for adults.
www.ohiohistory.org/places/ohc

Arlingtonian
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Answer

Q: What is your favorite thing about senior
study hall?
Mikac: Being able to go home and watch
Sesame Street.
Q: How does it feel to be a second semester senior?
Mikac: Sometimes I don’t even look at my
teachers. My notebooks are ﬁlled with
pictures of cat wars and topographical maps of Mount Everest... Basically, I
don’t try at all.
Q: What is your favorite class?
Mikac: I hate school.
Q: Well if you had to choose, what is your
favorite class?
Mikac: I guess AP Gov... Nothing is more exciting than reading 44 pages of political
theory every night.

www.columbussymphony.com
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MARK P. MURPHY & ASSOCIATES
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

Berwick Manor

For all your tax needs
Mark P. Murphy, CPA

Restaurant and party house
3250 Refugee Road
Columbus, OH 43232
614-235-7100
www.berwickmanor.com
Come check out our...
•Restaurant
•Party House
•Catering
•Carry out and delivery options

1051 OLD HENDERSON ROAD • SUITE A • COLUMBUS, OHIO 43220
PHONE (614) 459-3182 EXT. 101 • FAX (614) 459-6547
markpm@sbcglobal.net

1885 West 5th Avenue
Columbus, OH 43212
(614) 488-1885

CATERING BY HUFFMAN’S MARKET

2140 TREMONT CENTER
UPPER ARLINGTON, OH 43221

PHONE: (614) 486-5336
FAX: (614) 486-5337

WWW .H UFFMANS M ARKET . COM
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Putting it all together
UAHS attempts to ﬁnd appropriate context to teach importance of
abstinence while also providing information on contraceptive methods
xx Inyoung Kang and Sam Underwood xx

I

n August 2006, after discovering that 65 of the 490 female
students at Timken High School were pregnant, the
Canton School Board revoked its abstinence-only
sex education program. Although the Ohio Department of Education does not require sex education
courses, the Canton School Board decided to restructure the district’s abstinence-only policy to be more comprehensive and include information on contraception.
Despite such reforms in
Canton, UA is currently one
of eight central Ohio school
districts that still teaches an
abstinence-only
curriculum.
According to UA School Board
President Christopher G. Widing,
the Board of Education approves
all proposed curricula after review
and public presentation by the administration.
The Board endorses the current health curriculum
to reflect the district’s desire, Widing said.
“Our primary interest is in the UA student body,” Widing
said. “The term ‘comprehensive’ might include a ‘safe-sex’ approach [that is taught in] another school district … [but because]
there is no such thing as safe sex, this is why the UA school dis-

Arlingtonian

trict has not incorporated that approach.”
Unlike a few districts in central Ohio, UAHS
uses an abstinence-only approach in teaching
sex education classes. While virtually all sex education programs in the U.S. teach
that abstinence is
the safest strategy
to prevent STDs and unwanted pregnancies, a few districts go a step
farther in their programs and also give students
information about where to obtain and how to
use contraception. Known as the comprehensive
approach, several national organizations—such as
Planned Parenthood of America—advocate the adoption
of this approach in all U.S. high schools.
Although UA Schools’ Assistant Superintendant Deborah Binkley said the district uses an
abstinence-only sex education program, some
UAHS health classes deviate from the established curriculum. Health teacher Stacey
Hoover said she talks to her students about
the use of condoms, diaphragms, birth
control pills and other substances, but the
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Unsure:

primary focus of her course is
sexually-transmitted diseases and
healthy relationships.
“I think a lot of times when someone says
‘abstinence,’ people instantly begin to think
that we’re arrogant or ignorant to the fact
that kids are sexually active,” Hoover said.
“But we don’t teach the program like that; we
give our kids information and facts that will
help them be 100 percent safe.”
Hoover, who has been teaching health at
UAHS for nine years, said her main goal as
an educator is to help students understand
that “100 percent safe” means abstinence.
“The reason why our district accepted
[the abstinence-only] policy was because we
were seeing too many kids with pregnancies,
STDs, abusive … [and] unhealthy relationships,” Hoover said.
Hoover said she discusses the effectiveness of contraceptives with her students in
her health classes.
“We talk about why condoms were created and what they’re really for—and that is
to protect against pregnancy,” Hoover said.
“But that’s only if they’re put on right, stored
at the proper temperature, if certain STDs
aren’t present, and so on. We really do get
into the whole detail because I think kids

now
have
been slighted. I think a
lot of teenagers now think, ‘Well if
I use a condom, I’m going to be 100 percent
safe’—and that is not the case.”
Although Hoover teaches contraception
in her health classes, Binkley said UAHS
and both UA middle schools use an abstinence-only approach.
“Abstinence-only is our policy,” she said.
There does not seem to be a clear consensus on what approach is being taught
at UAHS. Although Hoover teaches contraceptives in her classes, other health
teachers do not.
A reason for the differences among
teachers may be due to the changing curriculum. Hoover said the sex education program has evolved to address current topics.
“I think the first couple of years that we
had this program, we were probably a little
bit more careful about what we discussed;
but now the more comfortable we get with
it, the more we discuss,” Hoover said. “In
the last four years we have discussed contraceptives—especially condoms.”
However, senior Paul Baum said he had
a very different experience when he took
Health with teacher Ron Walter in 2004.
“We didn’t talk about contraceptives and
[Walter] didn’t say much except describing
STDs,” Baum said. “The attitude was essentially ‘just don’t have sex.’”

Yet an outside organization the district relies on to
supplement its curriculum
teaches contraceptives.
Sophomore Cara Colker-Eybel, who took
“Do you thi
health teacher Denny
Martin’s course last
should lea
semester, said the
majority of what she
contraceptio
learned from the sex
education unit was
control m
from Pregnancy Decision Health Centers
health c
spokesperson Shekyra
DeCree.
“[DeCree] came in
for three days and talked to
us about how to avoid getting
STDs,” Colker-Eybel said.
“She said abstinence is the
only foolproof way.”
According to Hoover,
DeCree has been com4%
ing to UAHS for
about eight years to
help teach the sex
education unit for
health classes.
Colker-Eybel
said DeCree’s lessons
6%
:
emphasized
STDs,
No
how to avoid them and
how to treat them if they
were contracted.
“[DeCree] talked to us,
showed us pictures of STDs
and did role-playing,” Colkersource || Volunta
Eybel said
survey Feb
According to its website, PDHC
of 109 UAHS
was established in 1978 to provide
women with alternatives to abortion. It be-

Texas vaccination requirement ignites contro

O

n Feb. 2, Texas Gov. Rick Perry signed Executive Order RP65, which requires female children to be vaccinated against the sexually transmitted human papillomavirus (HPV) prior to admission to sixth grade. As a result,
Texas became the ﬁrst state to require students to be vaccinated against the virus, which causes cervical cancer.
Starting in September 2008, all girls entering the sixth
grade will be vaccinated with the drug Gardasil®, which
ﬁghts strains of HPV. According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, Gardasil® protects against four
types of HPV, which accounts for 70 percent of cervical
cancers and 90 percent of genital warts. In August 2006,
the Food and Drug Administration approved the vaccine
for females aged nine to 26 years. The vaccine is administered through three shots over a six-month period, according to the CDC.

12

Despite the beneﬁts of the drug, social conservatives
and various family groups vehemently opposed the concept of a mandatory vaccine. According to a Feb. 6 article
in the Houston Chronicle, such opposition was mainly
due to concerns that the mandate would detract from abstinence-only approaches by making sex appear permissible to adolescents.
Peter Sprigg, vice president for policy at the Family
Research Council—a group that promotes Christian values—wrote in a July 15, 2006 Washington Post column
that despite the many advances made by the HPV vaccine, making it mandatory would counteract abstinenceonly messages.
“The scientiﬁc advance that the HPV vaccine represents should not distract us from the primary truth that abstinence until marriage and ﬁdelity within marriage con-
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came one of the first organizations to establish abstinenceonly-based
education
programs in central Ohio
public schools, and now
reaches more than
ink students
10,000 middle and
high school students
arn about
in central Ohio.
In
contrast,
on and birth
Planned
Parenthood’s mission statemethods in
ment said individuals
should have access to
class?”
comprehensive sex education in order to take
responsibility for the consequences of their behavior.
According to the Planned Parenthood website, approximately
2,000 of their affiliate staff and
volunteer educators provided programs to more
Yes
than 1.3 million people
:
worldwide in 2004.
“[These]
programs
focused on more than
28 different content
areas, such as …
contraception/family
planning—including
abstinence, family life
education, parent-child
communication … safer
sex … sexuality education,
sexually transmitted infections [and] teenage pregnancy
…” the website stated.
ary Arlingtonian
Although Planned Parenthood
b. 2, 2007
does a good job of informing peoS students ||
ple of how to protect themselves
and be safe, abstinence is not their main

oversy

ngle best formula for sexual health,” Sprigg
vioral self-restraint and vaccination are not
usive …”
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e what is best for their children,” Sprigg said.
e, on Feb. 5 Perry issued a press release in
he understood these concerns, but he stood
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could prevent cancer.
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priority, Hoover said.
“They are very comfortable talking
about abortion … and contraceptives first,”
Hoover said. “And when they are too comfortable doing that, we are opening up a
door to kids so that they’re not going to be
100 percent safe … I think the biggest difference [between Planned Parenthood and
PDHC] is that Planned Parenthood would
probably be a little more relaxed with teaching kids how to use contraceptives.”
However, organizations are required by
law to emphasize abstinence first in public
schools because of government mandates,
Hoover said.
Although UAHS follows the state mandate that requires abstinence-based education, teachers can pick and choose within
those broad guidelines, Hoover said.
“As a program, we’ve tried to hit the whole
gamut … Our first and foremost goal is to try
to teach kids to abstain from being involved
in sexual activity,” Hoover said. “But whenever you’re teaching sex ed, it’s a complex
situation where you have to teach everything.
When kids leave our class, they’ll remember
[all of the risks that come with using contraceptives] and they’ll think about whether or
not they want to take that chance.”

Looking outside UA

Some other central Ohio school districts, however, take a more balanced approach to sex education. Similar to UAHS,
these schools emphasize abstinence as the
only sure way to prevent STDs and unwanted teenage pregnancy.
According to Sandy Hood, Director of
Education and Training at Planned Parenthood of Central Ohio—which provides twoweek-long comprehensive sex education
programs to the majority of schools that use
the comprehensive approach—six districts
in central Ohio make teaching contraception a substantial part of their sex education
curricula. The list includes Columbus Public
Schools as well as public school districts in
Bexley, Reynoldsburg, Whitehall, Worthington and Canal Winchester. According to
Hood, high-school health classes in these
districts emphasize abstinence as the best
method of preventing STDs and unwanted
pregnancies, but also teach students how to
use and where to obtain contraception.
“It’s all abstinence-based, but it’s comprehensive because we do a lot of [abstinencebased activities], as well as provide information on contraception,” Hood said.
The topic of sex education has been the
subject of a considerable amount of recent
research. According to a 2003 report released
by Advocates for Youth, an organization that
promotes increased teenage awareness about
sexual issues, most of this research points

Like UAHS, most central Ohio school
districts teach an abstinenceonly curriculum.
culum. One such
district is Hilliard; according
I think a lot of teenagers now think,
to Hilliard City School District
‘Well if I use a condom, I’m going to
Director of Secondary Curricbe 100 percent safe’—and that is not
ulum Thomas
Tucker,
the
the case.
district’s midHealth teacher
dle and high
Stacey Hoover
schools use an
abstinence-only
approach. Like UA middle schools,
Hilliard middle schools emphasize abstinence, while their high
schools also teach students about
the consequences of unprotected sex.
to the comprehensive approach as being
“For the [middle schools] … it’s strictly more effective in preventing unsafe behavior
abstinence-based,” Tucker said. “Once we get among adolescents.
to the high schools it is still essentially absti“Researchers have not found that teachnence-based, but we also talk about ... both the ing abstinence alone—without also educating
emotional and physical consequences of sex.”
young people about effective use of condoms
Like UA, Hilliard also considers local and contraception—reduces teen sexual accommunity values in developing an accept- tivity or risk behaviors,” an Advocates for
able sex education curriculum, Tucker said.
Youth report stated.
“When you begin to look at whether it’s
In addition, according to the Advocates
health education, sex education, or even for Youth website, “Researchers have found
core curricular issues, you have to look at no abstinence-only-until-marriage program
the norms and the values of the community,” that works to reduce sexually transmitted inTucker said. “I think you can’t overlook what fections or the incidence of pregnancy.”
the community sees as important.”
The website also cited four national and
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international health organizations—the American Medical Association, World Health Organization, Institute of Medicine and Joint
United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS—that support comprehensive sex education programs.
On the other side of the debate, organizations such as Pregnancy
Decision Health Centers and STOPP International—a Christian organization that opposes Planned Parenthood—support abstinenceonly education. Two of the main reasons for the division are their opposing stances on abortion and contraception.
According to the STOPP website, “Most of the [forms of contraception] provided by Planned Parenthood … sometimes prevent
the implantation in the mother’s womb of a human embryo about
five to seven days old. This results in the deaths of an untold number of tiny human beings.”
Proponents of abstinence-only programs also argue for saving
sex until marriage.
“To be true to the natural law that guides all human action, any
act of sexual intercourse must be done within marriage and be open
to both the unitive and procreative purposes,” the STOPP website
stated. “Thus, it is immoral for Planned Parenthood to facilitate
sexual intercourse outside of marriage.”
Furthermore, a study sponsored by the pro-abstinence-only
Heritage Foundation found that by encouraging both abstinence
and contraceptive use, comprehensive sex education programs implicitly encourage adolescents to engage in sexual activity earlier.
“While comprehensive sex-ed curricula do inform students that
abstinence is the ‘safest choice,’ they repeatedly represent teen sex
with contraception as safe,” the report stated. “Thus, the overall
message given to teens is merely that abstinence is marginally safer
than protected sex.”
As the debate rages nationally, its effect on the future of UAHS’s
health curriculum appears uncertain.

The Future of Sex Ed
According to Binkley, the UA school district is not considering
altering its sex education curriculum.
“There are always possibilities of change every time there’s a
course of study review, [but] I have not heard a lot of requests from
the community to change it,” she said.
Binkley said the district takes into account such factors as state
and national standards and suggestions from parents, community
members and teachers when reevaluating its course of study. Because the current approach to sex education has not been the subject of much criticism, it appears likely that UAHS will maintain its
abstinence-only approach for the foreseeable future. In addition,
because the district does not receive any federal funding for its
abstinence-only approach—unlike most school districts that teach
only abstinence—there does not appear to be any financial incentive to reevaluate the current abstinence-only policy.
However, the district may soon experience more pressure to
change its curriculum. According to Hood, newly elected Gov. Ted
Strickland is a known supporter of comprehensive sex education, although his actions may be limited due to the Bush administration’s
abstinence-only stance.
More recently, in February 2007 a bill called the Prevention First
Act was introduced in the U.S. Senate. It aims to reduce unintended
pregnancies and unwanted births, by specifically proposing to increase
awareness and availability of contraceptives, as well as provide more
funding for family planning groups such as Planned Parenthood.
While school districts around the nation continue to struggle with
the wide range of financial and ethical pressures involved in designing
their sex education curricula, the future of sex education in central
Ohio schools appears uncertain; for now, schools must refine their
curricula in response to the changing tides of the national debate. p

Students obtain information
about contraception from
sources beyond high school
xx Kerry Sullivan xx

“O

K, everybody take some rubbers.”
Said by the Health teacher in the movie Mean Girls,
this line shows how the media can inﬂuence students’
knowledge about contraception. Since UAHS’s health
curriculum is not one to hand out condoms during class,
some students opt to research information about protection from other sources.
Senior Kelsey Hall said her knowledge of contraception came primarily from the media and her friends.
“I [learned about contraceptives] from movies and
from my friends who had used them before,” Hall said.
“If I made the decision to use [contraception] I would feel
conﬁdent in my knowledge about how to use them.”
Friends and the media are the primary sources from
which UAHS students obtain information about contraceptives. In a Feb. 2 voluntary Arlingtonian survey of 109
UAHS students, 17 percent of respondents cited the media as their primary source for information about getting
and using contraceptives.
Sophomore Jane* said teen magazines such as Seventeen emphasize that the only way to avoid emotional or
physical problems that come from sex is to abstain from it
all together. But Seventeen also provides information about
various STDs, the risk and consequences of becoming
pregnant, and how different forms of contraceptives work.
“I think today’s media tells kids that it’s OK to choose
to have sex,” Jane said. “But there are also magazines like
Seventeen that tell kids that it’s just as okay to choose not
to have sex.”
Hall agreed with Jane, and said she receives some
of her information about contraceptives and the consequences of unprotected sex from Seventeen.
“In Seventeen they always have articles about how to
put on a condom and [about] STDs, so I feel prepared,”
Hall said.
Although students may get information about protection from the media, some students actually use contraceptives for other reasons. Jane said her dermatologist
prescribed her birth control pills to control her acne. The
pills came with full instructions describing how they were
to be used and how they were effective.
“If I made the decision to have sex, being on the pill
for my acne would make it less stressful,” Jane said. “I
wouldn’t have to ask my parents about going to the doctor [to obtain birth control], and [I would be relatively]
protected [against pregnancy].”
Students can learn about contraception from outside
sources, but Hall said health classes should teach contraceptives more intensively because it would be beneﬁcial for students who do not receive this information from
other sources.
“[Health] should teach that abstinence is the right way,
but also teach other methods and have other resources so
students know how to protect themselves,” Hall said. p
*denotes source who requested anonymity
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Senior Scott Lathrop hang cleans in the weight room. The lacrosse team
has been lifting since last summer in preparation for the spring season.

NO DAYS OFF
Athletes maintain success
spending off-season in training
xx Greg Glasser xx

I

t is October 2006 and junior Travis Wall has just accomplished
his most successful varsity soccer season. As a starter on the district runner-up team, he has also received honorable mention
to the All-Ohio Capital Conference team. The soccer season has
come to an end and Wall does not have to worry about next season’s
tryouts until August.

Yet just weeks later, he ﬁnds himself back on the soccer ﬁeld
and traveling all over the country to work on his game. Despite
being out of season, Wall feels as if he’s playing just as much soccer
now as he did during the school season.

Other student athletes are finding themselves just as busy as
Wall, spending nine months of the year to prepare for a threemonth season. Few students can still be successful in three sports;
although multi-sport athletes have not completely disappeared,
their schedules are busier than ever.
Senior Chris Sullivan has managed to play soccer and basketball all four years of high school and letter in both sports every
year since his sophomore season. However, Sullivan’s first love
was basketball, so his goal was to earn a roster spot on a college basketball team, a difficult task for an undersized guard.
To do so, the 5-foot-8-inch Sullivan forced himself to practice
both sports year round even as soccer season overlapped with
preseason basketball.
Arlingtonian

“There would be some nights after soccer practice when I would
go to a basketball open gym,” Sullivan said. “My soccer coaches
didn’t know and I doubt they would be happy if they did, but I
did not want to lose my shooting touch. Two months off could
really hurt it, so I tried to find as much time to play basketball as
I could.”
Sullivan said his basketball coaches told him they completely understood he had a commitment to soccer and said it was his choice
to attend basketball practices during the soccer season.
Yet most UAHS coaches encourage year-round training. The
girls and boys basketball teams have open gyms during the entire
off-season. The boys lacrosse team has morning runs and takes part
in a winter indoor league. The baseball team spends most of their
summer playing travel ball. Furthermore, most teams offer a “team
lift” in the weight room during the off-season.
Baseball coach Ron Mautz, who is returning to the UA coaching
position after leading the team to a state championship in 1987, said
he wants his team to work hard, but at the same time he encourages
his players to do other things.
“I want my players to be kids and have time off,” Mautz said.
“But if we want to be one of the top teams in the state, we have to
put in the time.”
When training goes too far, however, an athlete’s body is more
prone to breaking down from constant physical activity. UA strength
coach Rich Miller adjusts the team lifting workouts in order to prevent any chance of burning out.
“[Depending on the team], off-season training is set up in phases and cycles that change every six-to-10 weeks,” Miller said. “As
teams approach their season, I lower the volume because I do not
want you to overtrain. Doing too much training may physically wear
you out.”
However, Miller said lifting during the off-season can be a huge
benefit to an athlete’s health and performance.
“Off-season lifting is important because it helps prevent injuries,” Miller said. “[On the playing field], a stronger athlete will be a
more intense athlete. The stronger team will have a slight edge.”
To gain that edge, Miller said he tries to make his off-season lifts
team-oriented because he believes off-season training can benefit a
team in more areas than one.
“I see now more than ever that it is important to have team
interaction and chemistry,” Miller said. “That’s why I like teams
lifting together.”
Mautz agreed that weightlifting helped his team bond and be
physically ready for the season.
“Lifting helps us get stronger, quicker and prevents injuries,”
Mautz said. “It also adds to our team camaraderie. It is important
to be around each other.”
Sullivan said he enjoys being around his teammates, but
certainly does not mind having down time. Between his soccer
and basketball obligations, Sullivan said he barely knows what it is
like to relax and have a true “off-season.” Playing two demanding
sports inevitably takes a toll on the Franklin and Marshall College
basketball recruit.
“At the end of March, I will have had a practice or a game
pretty much every day since August,” Sullivan said. “Once the
basketball season ends, I’ll take about two weeks off before I start
hitting the gym again. I love playing basketball, but I’ll enjoy the
time off.”
After spending the last four years either in the gym, on the field
or in the weight room, Sullivan said he is glad the work he put in
has paid off.
“At times, things were really hard and I just wanted to take
a day off,” Sullivan said. “Having two practices a day on top of
schoolwork was really hard, but it is what you have to do now to
be competitive.”
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GIRLS SWIMMING: Senior Kyley
Eisenman swims backstroke for
the girls medley relay. The Bears
won the OCC title with a score of
508 points Jan. 27.
GYMNASTICS: Senior Jessica
Haring performs her routine on
the uneven bars at home Jan.
31. The girls were victorious
on their senior night, scoring
130.35 points to defeat Thomas
Worthington and Heath.
WRESTLING: Senior Sam McCoy tries to escape the maneuver executed by junior Grant
Gerhard at practice Feb. 2. The
boys plan to compete in the OSHAA state tournament March 1
at OSU.
BOYS SWIMMING: Senior Sam
Weaver swims the 500 free style
at the OCC Buckeye Championship at home Jan. 27. The Bears
won with a score of 445 points,
defeating Dublin Coffman, Reynoldsburg, Hilliard Davidson,
Westerville North and Grove City.
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BOYS BASKETBALL: At the line,
senior Chris Sullivan attempts
to tack on an extra point for the
Bears at home Jan. 27. The boys
beat Chillicothe 55-49.

Senior Will Inbusch,
basketball
Q: What has been
the highlight
of the season
so far?
Inbusch: Beating
Reynoldsburg
at their place
on their ﬂoor.
We all played
well, and it was
a good team win.
Q: What is something the team
needs to improve to do well in
the tournament?
Inbusch: [We need to] take care
of the ball. We have a lot of
turnovers that other teams
capitalize on.
Q: If there is one team you are
looking forward to playing, who
is it?
Inbusch: Deﬁnitely Dublin Scioto.
Everyone is talking about them.

Senior Heidi Adams,
gymnastics
Q: What has been
the highlight
of the season
so far?
Adams: Our senior
night. We all hit
our events and
had our highest
scores as a
team and individually.
Q: Which teammate has really
stepped up for the team?
Adams: Casey Babbitt. She [did very
well on bars] and really stepped up.
Q: What does the team need to do
in order to perform the best in
the post season?
Adams: [Have] conﬁdence
in ourselves. We cannot
underestimate ourselves since
we are the underdogs.
Q: What teams do you think are
your biggest competitors?
Adams: Both Hilliard’s and Dublin’s,
but they are in our range, and I
think we can beat them.
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Paying a necessity
xx Mike Trapp xx
ollege Athletes deserve to be paid. Nick Saban, the new head
football coach at the University of Alabama just signed a 10 year,
$40 million contract. His players will receive none of that and throughout their college careers will not collect a cent of legal money; despite
working four- to five-hour work days, six days a week. Every year the
National Collegiate Athletic Association and college universities
make millions of dollars. Big name football and basketball coaches
accept multimillion dollar contracts to put their schools on the map.
College athletics is a thriving business, and neither the coaches nor
the schools are the reason why. The players are the ones who do the
playing, create the attraction for apparel sales, and bring all the fans
to the game, yet the players receive no cut of the profits. For college
sports to be an ethical business, the athletes must be paid.
In the world of NCAA division I sports, receiving money or possessions is equivalent to robbery in the real world. Fans frown on it
and automatically think of that athlete as a bad person. Receiving
money or material goods is illegal, and, to many, immoral but it’s understandable. College athletes have no time to make money because
of the time taken up with their sports as well as school. Some college
athletes are only able to attend school because of athletic scholarships; they bring no other money from home. What are they supposed to do for spending money on the weekends? Athletes have no
spending money while universities make millions off clothing sales
because its name is on a t-shirt. Big-time college athletes, such as
football and basketball players, don’t see any money from fans buying athletes’ jersey. Adrian Peterson doesn’t get a dime when little

C

Johnny from Norman, Oklahoma buys a number 28 jersey.
If college athletes were finally paid huge problems would be eliminated: athletes would finally have spending money and fewer recruiting violations in which athletes took money would occur. True, a payment system implemented to solve this ongoing problem would have
to be an extremely strict system so no school could gain an advantage
by paying a prospect more than another. But consider this proposal:
the payment system would have to include a $250 weekly allowance
equivalent to a 25 hour at $10 per hour wage for all college athletes.
Players would then be allowed to do up to 3 advertisements with a
maximum of $1000 paid to the player. Any money beyond the $1000
would go to the athlete’s school. Strict consequences would follow
if any school or athlete exceeded the limits of the payment system.
Schools could lose scholarships, playing time, postseason play, and
the opportunity to participate in the student payment system if they
committed violations. Athletes would face suspensions that would
lengthen with repeated offenses.
If such a payment system was implemented, every player would
finally have money so recruiting violations involving boosters giving
athletes cash would all but vanish. Ruining of universities’ reputations would cease and suspensions of players would decrease. Student-athletes would have money for everyday items so the necessity
for a job wouldn’t exist. Athletes could then focus more on school.
The addition of the weekly wage and the maximum of three advertisements would finally bring fairness and, thus, prosperity to college sports.
p

Cafe Shish Kebab
Bringing a bit of Turkey to Ohio!

• Dine in,
• take out,
• or let us cater!
1450 Bethel Road
Columbus, OH 43220
(614) 273-4444
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Seniors undertake artistic theses

xx Christine Hunter xx

As second semester begins, senior thesis and Capstone project deadlines loom. Projects range from
coaching a sports team to raising money for a charitable organization. The objective of such projects
is to combine a passion with community service in one semester. This year, several seniors have
pursued their interests in art.
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or senior Nathan Laney, there was never any question about
hile watchwhat he would do for his senior thesis. Laney said he had
ing the news one
been planning for the past several years to have a piano recital
night, senior Katy Damschat UAHS.
roder was inspired by an international
On Feb. 27, Laney is performing a recital of his favorite pieces,
organization called The Memory Project. The
organization draws portraits of orphans in third— world coun- many of which he had prepared for his college auditions.
For most of his high schoolcareer, Laney has been compiling a
tries and gives the pictures to them as gifts. Damschroder loved
the idea and decided to use her drawing talent to help the or- song list in anticipation for his project.
Laney said he did not want to put random pieces of music toganization. She said she always enjoyed the art classes offered
gether; rather, he wanted to take many inat UAHS and benefited greatly from
spirational songs and cretae a collection of
the drawing courses.
[The project] involved drawing, his favorite pieces.
For her Capstone project, DamFor his recital, Laney will perform a free
schroder contacted The Memory something I enjoy doing. It [also]
concert at UAHS to showcase his talent on
Project and asked them if she could
assist them by drawing portraits of gave me the opportunity to give the piano and his passion for music.
Laney will be playing pieces from over
several orphans.
something to children who quite five different musicians, such as Bach’s PreDamschroder said she decided
lude Fugue One, Beethoven’s Sonata No. 8
to become involved because the or- literally have nothing
and Chopin’s Nocturne Op. 48. No. 1.
phans had no possessions of their
Senior Katy Damshroder
The performance will last roughly an
own, and she wanted to give them
hour, Laney said. He hopes to inspire other
something to keep and look back on
people to take an interest in classical music.
as a childhood memory.
Laney has always considered piano to be a passion of his. He
“[The project] involved drawing, something I enjoy doing,”
Damschroder said. “It [also] gave me the opportunity to give plans to continue playing at Indiana University of Music.
“I hope to be a music major... It is the most important thing
something to children who quite literally have nothing.”
The orphanage sent Damschroder five pictures of Equadorian to me, so it is only natural to incorporate my music into a school
orphans, which she will replicate in portraiture and send back. project,” Laney said.
In response to his concert, Laney plans to write a paper reflectAlthough each photo involves a large time commitment in order
to produce high quality replicas, Damshroder aims to finish the ing on his experiences and what he learned from performing his
favorite pieces.
five photos by early April.
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Vaughan said. “We wanted to make it known in order to give
everyone a chance to try Fort Hayes.”
Fisher said she feels extremely lucky to be able to attend
Fort Hayes, where she can pursue her passion and get school
credit for something she loves.
“I have never hosted an art gallery, so [my project] will help
me in the future. It has taught me the steps involved in setting
up a gallery and how much work goes into one single gallery,”
Fisher said. “I feel that I have a head start.”
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eniors Holly Fisher and Cristi Vaughan chose to incorporate their interests in music and photography
into group senior thesis.
On Feb. 11, Vaughan and Fisher organized a combination art gallery and musical performance. Inside Vaughan
Music Studio, Vaughan sang alongside her band—which was
hile taking classes with music teacher Ed Zunic, senior
comprised of students from Fort Hayes, while Fisher showed
Drew Mehraban says he fell in love with composing.
off her artwork.
When Mehraban was told that his senior thesis should focus
The event lasted roughly three hours. Vaughan and her
on something he was passionate about, choosing a topic was
band played one song every hour, and Fort Hayes senior Jonaan easy decision.
than Hoard concluded the concert with the song “My Funny
Mehraban decided to compose six pieces of classical music.
Valentine,” by The Jazz Standard. While the other band memHe plans to send the pieces to a publishing company by April
bers performed soft jazz songs, Vaughan and Fisher mingled
15, although he is still in the process of choosing the publishwith people who attended the event. This set a calm mood as
ing company. Mehraban is planning to simply write the music
people walked around and browsed Fisher’s artwork.
and have others play it.
Fisher presented 15 pieces of phoAlthough Mehraban has contacted
tography. There were also other stumultiple
companies, they only consist
We absolutely love the program
dents’ pieces on display.
string orchestras. Mehraban said he
Vaughan sold CDs made by Fort
we’re in at Fort Hayes. We value had envisioned using an entire orchesHayes students as well as her own
tra, which would allow a wide variety
CD and Fisher sold most of her pho- art very highly and hope to make
of instruments to be played.
tography, though some pictures were
Mehraban said he must now deterart.
of
out
careers
simply up for display. Fisher and
mine how long the pieces will take to be
Vaughan divided the money from the
Senior Holly Fisher published and how much each composiproject in half and donated it to the
tion will cost.
commercial photography career center and the vocational muMehraban
plans
to
write
a six- to ten- page paper for each
sic center at Fort Hayes.
song
he
has
composed,
explaining
why he chose the lyrics he
For her senior thesis, Fisher decided to focus on the one
did
and
what
inspired
him
to
write
the
songs. In each explanathing she cared about more than anything else. Due to her love
tion,
he
will
share
his
thoughts
on
each
song and include genof Fort Hayes, Fisher decided to have an event to give back to
eral background information, such as how he composed the
the school that had helped her find her passion.
“We absolutely love the program we’re in at Fort Hayes,” pieces.
Each song has a story behind it, and some were harder to
Fisher said. “We value art very highly and hope to make careers
write than others, Mehraban said.
out of art.”
“The hardest part is getting my thoughts from my head onto
Vaughan agreed and said the project’s main purpose was to
the
paper,” Mehraban said.
further promote Fort Hayes.
Although
his project will not be fully completed by his April
“[Fisher] and I think Fort Hayes has really changed our lives,
but [it is] not very well known or promoted to underclassmen,” 15 deadline, Mehraban will continue to work on it until he receives all of his published works.
p
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Step by step
Student voices concerns about UAHS’s ‘walking problem’

A

s I walk down the halls of of it.
UAHS, I must admit I am
Perhaps one of the most telling observations is the scientifideeply disturbed by what I see. cally-proven fact that most of these hallway traffic crimes are
Although I recognize that my committed by freshmen. No, this is not some sad appeal to our
complaint addresses a seemingly baser instinct of upperclassmen superiority; it is a scientific fact
minute issue in comparison to the that those who are seemingly unaware of the traffic laws govlarger problems of student parking, erning our school are of the younger grade. Who has not been
college admissions and the rampant legitimately infuriated (and somewhat embarrassed) when some
crime against humanity known as enthused freshman comes screaming towards you, only to find
Bandie PDA, this issue nonetheless out she was just really excited to see another freshman behind
disturbs me to my very core.
you? Furthermore, I can recall several times in which the wind
Essentially, I am concerned was literally knocked out of me by underclassmen traveling at
with the way we walk. Although unsafe speeds, darting in and out of traffic in absolute horror of
many of you may roll your eyes at being late to their next class.
such an anticlimactic ending to a
I propose (yes, there is a point to this utterly unsubstantiated
Guest Columnist
superbly written introduction, I do laundry list of complaints) that all underclassmen be required to
|| Craig Mangum ||
hope to open your eyes to this is- wear those snazzy “Student Driver” bumper stickers that have resue, which I believe may threaten cently become popular. This way, other walkers will be able to give
the framework, nay, the very moral fabric of our beloved UAHS plenty of space to those who require a little more attention than
if left unaddressed.
the experienced hall walker.
So how does the way we walk affect our school? In exactly the
Although this is more observational than previous critiques,
same way mass transportation affects our fabulous country, the U S I am also concerned with the manner in which many students
of A. We all have places to go, things to do and people to see. Our walk. Perhaps the most frustrating style is what I have come to
fabulous country recognized this undeniable human need early on label as “the shoes of lethargy,” or excruciatingly-slow walkers.
in its fabulous history and developed a fabulous system to govern Call me old school, but I believe you can tell certain things
its transportation. I drive on the right side
about a person by the way he or she
of the road, and so do you, regardless of
Although you may prefer to
We all have places to go, things walks.
the direction in which you are traveling.
move at a sub-molasses rate with
This tried-and-true tradition has dictated to do, and people to see. I drive on complete disregard for those actuour mass transportation system for hunally attempting to accomplish somedreds of years. If you have not noticed the right side of the road, and so do thing with their lives, please do not
(and I hope you have), the way we walk
the flow of traffic.
you, regardless of the direction in obstruct
closely, if not exactly mirrors this ingeSo, what should we do about this
nious system.
which you are traveling. And I wish problem? I hereby formally announce
Think about it: which side of the hall,
the anticipated formation of the Studo you walk down? When you need to get I could say the same thing for all dents for the Maintenance of Hallway
into a classroom on the opposite side of
Standards committee. This committee
UAHS students, but I can’t.
the hall which requires you to make a leftwill be responsible for setting the stanhand turn, do you not stop and wait for
dards of UAHS hallways and coordia break in oncoming traffic to complete
nate its enforcement.
your turn? Of course you do! And I wish I could say the same for
Although all formal parameters are currently in their planall UAHS students, but I can’t.
ning stages, we do have some rules and punishments in place.
There are those out there, those few, yet growing into a Those found in violation of any of the rules of the committee
steady many, who have not yet recognized the beauty in our es- will be sentenced to one body slam and roundhouse kick to the
tablished system of mass transportation. These are the students shin. We humbly request assistant principal Jay Powell’s assiswho would rather gaze longingly into their “special friend’s” tance as the enforcing arm of the committee. Furthermore, a
eyes while paying absolutely no attention to the flow of traf- second infringement will result in a sentence of five awkward
fic. These are the students who insist upon holding hands while mid-hallway conversations with principal Kip Greenhill, comforcing other commuters to go around them because heaven plete with soul-piercing eye contact and unrelenting upper arm/
forbid they break their handclasp, which apparently is meant to shoulder massage.
represent the strength of their relationship.
By exercising our American right to organize, perhaps we can
Perhaps the worst of these perpetrators are those who we ensure that these gross injustices will not continue. If joining this
lovingly call “hallway readers,” while the law more suitably re- coalition to stand up against these crimes of ignorance doesn’t refers to them as reckless drivers. Honestly, if you see someone ally float your boat, I ask that you simply do your part as a stucompletely engaged in reading a book while walking down the dent of UAHS and not perpetrate these patterns of walking that
hall, please perform your civic duty and tell them to put the threaten our school. I promise, if we work together we can create
book away. The hobbits will still get through Moria, Frodo will a better UAHS, day by day, student by student, and most imporp
destroy the ring and everyone will be safer and happier because tantly, step by step.
Arlingtonian
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Sex and the suburbs

Columnist wages war on Bess

District’s abstinence-only stance on education prompts second loook

belive that the students of UAHS
must wage war against the evil dog
with the stop sign. For too long have
we allowed our school’s evil internet
filter system, “Bess,” to decide what
websites we may visit. Bess is a robot, a fully self-automated internet
filtering machine.
Every semester, Bess detects more
and more loopholes, and destroys
them. Soon, Bess will be able to decide for us which websites we should
be allowed to visit—if it lets us visit
any websites at all. This is just like the
Terminator, starring Arnold Schar|| Zachary Herrington ||
zennegger. As Bess became more
powerful, I began to fear it as a form
of censorship. If I want to visit YahooGames.com, then I should be able
to visit Yahoogames.com.
Because Bess is yet to reach perfection, it will sometimes block websites with nothing inappropriate about them under terms such as ‘inappropriate’ and ‘lingere’. Or, perhaps, Bess has already reached perfection,
and has started deciding what websites I should not be allowed to view by
blocking them under false pretenses.
But the most burdensome thing about Bess is the visual search engine
block. When I want to look up pictures for iMovie or
PowerPoint, I have to go home to do it. I
understand the school wants to
keep students from viewing inappropriate pictures on the
internet. And, I will admit,
there are a lot of stupid
people who attend this
high school, but I have
yet to meet one of them
dumb enough to look up inappropriate pictures using Google Images while surrounded by their peers.
I have been fighting this block since day one by looking for loopholes. For example, students used to be able to bypass Bess using
proxy websites. Anything from Google images to Youtube could be
visited through proxy sites. However, Bess found out about proxy
sites and blocked them. I was devastated; I contemplated surrendering to Bess.
One event inspired me to continue the fight, however. While searching for Chuck Norris jokes on the internet, I was revisited by the evil dog
with the stop sign. The reason according to Bess: Humor. In a real war,
this attack would be the equivalent of breaking all of the rules of the
Geneva Convention at once.
The rest of the Bess-fighting faithful and I took our proxy game plan
up a level. Right now, I can easily access all the humor my heart desires using a private proxy website one of my friends created. The private
proxy site is too small to catch Bess’ eye. This may be of little benefit to
the student population now, but I dream of a future where all students
will be able to bypass Bess, simply by accessing their own private proxy
website. I am calling upon each and every one of you to do your very best
to fight the system, to fight oppression, to fight, the machine.
p

I

remember very few things about
my freshman year health class
experience. Perhaps this selective amnesia is self-inflicted, given
the fact that health class is widely
accepted by the general student
populace of UAHS to be, politely
put, not that fascinating. However,
there are three things I do recall
from those bygone days of tedium.
First, I remember sitting next to
|| Kathleen Braine ||
Rachel Davakis and talking to her
the whole class period. Second, I
remember watching Simon Birch,
and, conversely, crying the whole
|| Kathleen Braine ||
class period. Yet the one thing that
truly seems to have burned itself
into my memory was the fateful week that Shekyra DeCree came
to class.
Shekyra was a no-nonsense, straight-talking woman who taught
us about sex. Shekyra gave it to us straight; she had made mistakes in
her life, she said, but the only way to truly prevent pregnancy and STDs was to never have premarital sex. Still, despite Shekyra’s evident
street-cred and blunt delivery, her
message still lacked important
details. Every time someone
brought up contraception,
she would respond rapidly.
“Yeah,” she would say, “but
sometimes those don’t work
and then you end up like this!”
Now I’m not trying to say that schools should not espouse the values of abstinence or teach students about the real dangers of STDs.
However, if I may be blunt, assuming all high school students will wait
to have sex until they are married is unrealistic. Let’s be rational, some
students are going to be having sex anyway, so it is only logical for the
school to institute a curriculum not solely based on abstinence. That
does not mean handing out condoms left and right or encouraging rampant promiscuity, but it does mean that our school must try to teach
our students the truth about contraception and STD prevention. This
way, students will learn from reliable sources about new options—such
as IUD’s to prevent pregnancy and the newly developed HPV vaccine
to combat cervical cancer—and won’t be forced to get their only sex
education from Grey’s Anatomy.
The fact that some health teachers have begun incorporating contraception and STD prevention in their classes is encouraging. The
problem with the abstinence-only-based education that I received as
a freshman was that it promoted certain falsehoods. Although a lack
of premarital sex does lessen one’s chance of contracting certain diseases, marriage does not create a magical shield to protect you from
getting an STD.
It is clear to me that the formerly abstinence-only curriculum
of our school was antiquated and impractical. Yes, abstinence
is a safe and honorable way to protect oneself from disease and
pregnancy. But because there are many students who make the
choice to not wait until marriage, our school must try to educate
them properly.
p
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550-word essay to arlingtonians@yahoo.com by March 1.
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Driving law’s consequences outweigh beneﬁts
|| Staff Editorial ||

L

awmakers had the best intentions in the mind when creating the new
driving law. Young drivers tend to have more accidents than any
other age group, and this law consisting of stricter curfews and limited
passengers was made to keep teenagers safe, limiting their distractions
while driving and thereby decreasing the number of accidents.
As of April 4, when the law takes effect, lawmakers will create a slew
of new problems for teens, including discouraging carpooling and increasing fuel usage. This law also further increases Ohioans dependence
on foreign oil—not to mention increasing our impact on the climate.
The decrease in carpooling will negatively impact both our immediate community and the larger world. Sixteen-year-olds will no
longer be able to drive more than one friend to school, lunch, sports
practices or extracurriculars. Locally, this augments the alreadyproblematic parking issue around UAHS. Streets around the school
are crowded with cars sitting bumper-to-bumper every morning.
Some students may carpool to avoid these problems, which eases
the cramped parking situation, but the new law discourages this.
Also, lunchtime will be more of a hassle, as the law forces friends to
take multiple cars if going out in a group of more than two. Not only
is it complicated to coordinate, it hurts the environment by spilling
more exhaust into the air.
While the new law promotes safe driving and fewer disturbances
in the car, it simultaneously discourages the environmental and logistical benefits of carpooling. With global warming so apparent in the

news today, this new law only
adds to the problem. Another
benefit of carpooling is the
amount of money students can
save on gas. With gas prices so
high, it makes sense for students to share the cost through
carpooling. Now this option is
severely limited.
The law will not teach
teenagers to be more careful
on the road. It doesn’t matter
editorial cartoon || Alaina McCleery ||
if a driver is carrying one person or five—a bad driver is a
bad driver. Instead of creating laws restricting a teenager’s car capacity,
testing requirements should be more rigorous. Also, changing the age
of testing is impractical because it doesn’t matter if someone gets their
license at 16 or 30; there are bad drivers at any age.
Though the new driving law restricting 16-year-olds to have more
than one person in the car until they’re 17 may have short-term benefits, the long-term problems outweigh these. Carpooling is beneficial
for parking, the environment and cutting gas prices. This law was created to make roads safer; however, its effects create more problems
than it solves.

The Prince-of-PALS: Kipster gains a following
“W
ell good morning everyone.”
Ah, the catch phrase of the
man we all know and love: principal Kip Greenhill. Don’t deny
it, UAHS students; Greenhill is a
beloved man in this school.
There seems to be a little
touch of Greenhill everywhere
in UA. We see His smiling face
on Kickin’ It Live, we hear His
voice on the announcements
and, for those of us fortunate
enough to be members of Lifestyle
Fitness, we sweat next to
|| Pam Snyder ||
Him at the gym. He also sneaks
up behind us in the hallways,
gives us a hearty slap on the shoulder and offers up the typical
advice: “Keep studying [insert your name],” or “How are you,
[insert your name]?”
And no matter who you are, freshman or senior, He always
knows your name. Always. The ice caps may melt, pigs may ﬂy, but
Greenhill will always know your name.
We are all undeniably fond of our cheery principal. However,
some UAHS students take their affection for everything Greenhill
a step further. Truth be told, principal Kip Greenhill has acquired a
rather, well, cultish following.
To these enthusiastic young Greenhill supporters (Kipoholics), formality is not necessary when it comes to UAHS’s principal. Greenhill is not Principal Greenhill or even Mr. Greenhill.
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Rather, many students—including myself—fondly refer Him to
as Kip, Kipper or even Kipster (behind his back, of course, we
can’t be disrespectful).
However, I never realized the extent of the UAHS Greenhill
mania until I found and joined the Facebook group called “The
Ofﬁcial Kip Greenhill Fan Club.” As avid Facebook users know, it
is not uncommon for groups to be formed in celebration of UAHS
staff. For example, there is “Zunic’s IB Music Fan Club” made in
honor of music teacher Ed Zunic, “Hinze Love” for social studies
teacher Mike Hinze and “Sidor Rules My Life” for social studies
teacher Betsy Sidor.
But the group devoted to our beloved Kip puts all other UAHS
staff groups to shame, as it is on a much larger scale than any of
the aforementioned groups. This particular group boasts a staggering 644 members of current and former UAHS students. Clearly,
Greenhill mania is on its way to taking over the cyber world.
Admittedly, I waste a good number of hours meant for homework on the Greenhill Facebook fan group reading up on my fellow
students’ Greenhill love. My favorite part is the discussion board
topic “Favorite Kipisms.” It is encouraging to know that I am not the
only UAHS student who has been awed by our principal’s profound
statements, signature phrases and His tendency to mispronounce
everyone’s name on the loudspeaker. But, hey, we should give the
man credit for trying. And frankly, as we giggle at His verbal fumbles,
He becomes all the more endearing.
Now you may think that you do not identify yourself with the
Kipoholics. After all, an obsession with a high school principal is
downright bizarre. But stop lying to yourself. Deep down you know
high school would not be the same without a daily pat on the back
from the Kipster himself.
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Now Serving: Cup O ’ Joe Coffee,
Scones, Muffins and Desserts!
FREE WIFI!

Tina Macklin
Interiors
4132 Squires Lane
Columbus, Ohio 43220
614.442.0190
fax 614.451.3076

3051 Northwest Blvd
273-8877

NEW HOURS:
Mon-Thurs: 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Friday: 7 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Saturday: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

4499 Kenny Road
Columbus, OH 43220
(614) 457-7786

Dolphin Beach
www.dolphinbeachtan.com
Tan
Mystic Tan:
Only $10!

√ Level 1 Mystic Tan
√ Valid at any Dolphin Beach location
√ Offer valid through 6/31/07

One Week Unlimited:
Only $10!

√ Unlimited on Level 1 and 2 beds
√ Valid at Kenny Road location ONLY
√ Offer valid through 6/31/07

